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Rising Sign is in 25 Degrees Virgo 
You tend to be very shy and not very self-assertive. You are supercritical about how you appear to others. Even 
though you may think you are uninteresting and dull, you are actually quite soft- spoken, orderly, neat and very 
likable. You are a perfectionist with high standards, and at times you can be quite tactless in pointing out the 
faults of others. Very practical, efficient and purposeful, your appearance and bearing reflect your need to ap-
pear graceful, sensible and reserved. You have a crisp, no-nonsense approach to dealing with others. Never lazy 
or self-indulgent, you tend to be dedicated to the work ethic. 

Sun is in 09 Degrees Capricorn. 
Extremely serious and mature, you are capable of accepting responsibilities and do so willingly. Others expect 
you to be dutiful as a matter of course. You tend to get angry when people get rewards after not having worked 
anywhere near as hard as you. You are goal-oriented and an achiever by nature -- you’re a hard worker and 
are justifiably proud of the tangible results of your efforts. You tend to have “tunnel-vision” -- this allows you 
to block out extraneous matters that might distract others and to concentrate totally on the matter at hand. As 
such, you are the ideal one to manage or administrate any ongoing project and to be practical and efficient at it. 
You are not a fast worker, but you are quite thorough. You are known for being totally persistent, tenacious and 
tireless in reaching your goals. 

Moon is in 10 Degrees Libra. 
Affectionate, warm and friendly, life must be a “beautiful” experience for you. Unpleasantness should be avoid-
ed at all costs. You tend to overlook other people’s faults and you would rather give in than fight. You are uncom-
fortable with strangers, but at ease and sociable with friends and associates. Indeed, you would rather socialize 
than work -- you can use your prodigious charm to avoid unpleasant tasks. You need the support and assistance 
of another in order to get you started on any new project -- you are not a self-starter. Be careful of a tendency to 
be overly self-indulgent (i.e., lazy). Your refined aesthetic sensibilities attract you to music, dance, art and any 
other cultured activity. 

Mercury is in 26 Degrees Capricorn. 
You are a careful thinker, very cautious and conservative. You are quite skillful at organizing, directing and plan-
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ning activities. Practical and useful things interest you -- you are not attracted to abstract thoughts or ideas. With 
your tendency to be highly focused and very goal-oriented, you have a good head for business. But beware of a ten-
dency to be narrow-minded and dogmatic. Your sense of humor tends toward being earthy and slapstick crude. 

Venus is in 16 Degrees Sagittarius. 
You are very aware of the need to maintain a high sense of morality in a relationship. Your loyalty and interest 
will remain constant in any relationship (either friendly, personal or business) that is based on fairness, hon-
esty and justice. But you will become greatly hurt and disappointed if the other person takes any but the high 
road with you. Also, you cannot tolerate anyone being overly emotionally possessive of you. You are known for 
your friendly, outspoken manner. 

Mars is in 19 Degrees Aries. 
You are very independent and self-assertive, and you have lots of physical energy. You are not satisfied unless 
you can be the first to do something. As such, you are more comfortable in leadership positions than you are 
as an underling. When you are challenged by anyone for anything, you delight in the competitive process and 
will fight long and hard for your beliefs. You are bold and courageous and often act without thinking. At times, 
in your zeal to get ahead, you are tactless and offensive -- learn that cooperation with others can often bring you 
nearer to your goals quicker because of the support you will get. 

Jupiter is in 26 Degrees Taurus. 
Growth only occurs for you after you have found a stable lifestyle and a dependable, protective and secure en-
vironment. You are at your best when those around you provide you with a great deal of affection and support. 
When you feel insecure or threatened, you tend to become possessive and grasping and self- indulgent. You are 
an inveterate collector with an expensive preference for all the good things that life has to offer. 

Saturn is in 05 Degrees Capricorn. 
Very serious-minded and mature, you have the ability to take on responsibilities and to carry out important du-
ties. You can also be trusted to be extremely practical and thrifty. A good organizer, you are the ideal one to be 
counted on to take a clearly defined project through to its logical conclusion. An achiever, you pride yourself on 
your ability to focus your attention totally on some worthy goal and then attain it. 

Uranus is in 01 Degrees Capricorn. 
You, and your peer group as well, seek out practical solutions to a changing society’s attitudes to customs, tra-
ditions and authority structures. Your logical and orderly manner of dealing with these matters will result in 
permanent and carefully planned, but sweeping, reforms. 

Neptune is in 09 Degrees Capricorn. 
You, and your entire generation, will idealize work, practicality and the ability to attain reasonable goals. But, 
because you will also stress the need to be selfless and giving, you may find it difficult to attain your goals unless 
you have lowered your expectations on all fronts. 

Pluto is in 14 Degrees Scorpio. 
For your entire generation, this is a period of intense research and discovery in areas that were heretofore con-
sidered mysterious, remote or taboo. The root causes for many complex occurrences will be unearthed due to 
the intensity and thoroughness of the search. 

N. Node is in 06 Degrees Pisces. 
You’re attracted to others who need your assistance. You seem to go out of your way to form relationships with 
those who are weak, sick, injured, addicted or troubled in some way or other. At your best you can indeed pro-
vide the relief that others need. But at times you can be victimized by those who would prey on your good nature 
and take advantage of you. This can lead to all sorts of negative situations -- make sure that those you assist are 
truly worthy of your time, energy and commitment. A little enlightened self-protectiveness on your part can 
make your life work much, much smoother! 


